Luxury V5+1 Villa with Countryside Views
in Monte Judeu, Portimão
A beautifully decorated six bedroom villa with a guest house situated just fifteen minutes
from some of the Algarve¶s sensational beaches. Offering stunning countryside views and
also just five minutes from the local golf course, this property is great for a permanent
residence, somewhere to retire, or potentially it could be a rental investment, and it has
recently been reduced from €2,850,000.
Spread across a house size of 630m2 and two floors, the main house is comprised an
elegant entrance hall which has marble pillars and a grand, marble staircase with unique
metal railings, whilst it splits off into two different directions at the top - offering a wrap
around indoor balcony. The open plan living room is bright and spacious, with two separate
areas, one used more so as a reception area whilst the other has satellite TV for those
cosy evenings. Some special features in the lounge include the pillars and fireplace which
have been uniquely styled and designed with marble. A fully fitted kitchen with high quality
appliances is perfect to entertain friends and family with home cooked meals, or hire a chef
to come and take the stress away! An island can be found in the middle of the kitchen
which houses an electric stove with enough room for five pots or pans. All counters have
marble tops and a utility room is also available.
There are two separate areas to choose from when eating, one area is more for breakfast,
with large windows allowing plenty of morning sunlight to naturally fill the room, the second
dining area also has its own fireplace designed with marble, along with intricate designs in
the ceiling. An office/study can be found which could potentially be turned into the sixth bed

Area: 720 m2
Bedroom(s): 6
Bathroom(s): 5
Pool: Yes
Garden: Yes

2.495.000 €
Ref: IDH31001
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